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Abstract: By taking into account all the irreducible representations and their components in 
the electron-phonon interaction (EPI) as well as all the levels and the admixtures of 

wavefunctions within d3 electronic configuration, the thermal shifts (TS) of the ground-state 
zero-field-splitting (GSZFS) due to EPI for ruby have microscopic-theoretically been 
calculated; the contribution to TS of GSZFS from thermal expansion has also been calculated. 
The results are in very good agreement with experiments. It is found that the contributions 
from the first-order perturbation of the second-order term in EPI Hamiltonian are dominant in 
the Raman term and optical-branch term for TS of GSZFS; the different between the TS due to EPI 

of t2
3 4A2±(1/2) e2 (G2) level and the TS due to EPI of t2

3 4A2±(3/2) e2 (G1) level gives rise to 

the TS due to EPI of GSZFS, which is very small in comparison with the TS due to EPI of G2 or 

G1 level. Among various terms in TS of GSZFS, Raman term is the largest one and the signs of 

the Raman term and optical-branch term are opposite to the sign of the thermal-expansion term; 
the optical-branch term plays an important role in TS of GSZFS and increases rapidly with 
temperature; all various contributions to TS of GSZFS have to be taken into account, since the 
subtle balance among them determines the total result. The comparison between the features of 

TS of GSZFS and those of TS of R1 and R2 lines has been made. For TS of GSZFS, the contribution 

from thermal expansion is especially important; the neighbor-level term is insignificant.
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